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I can’t imagine the difficulty of
trying to go fantasy free cold turkey.
I was born this way. Nature provides
all animals with the ability to access
the meaning of almost every situation
or threat. Animals can immediately
grasp and understand the exact
circumstance they are in and
understand what is going on around
them. Indulging in fantasy greatly
inhibits these abilities. When fantasy
free we see the truth. When fantasies
are indulged in we see a preferred
alternative to the truth.
Honesty in the news media is a contradiction. The media is not honest, never has been and never will
be. Before I get specific, there is an important principle of natural law that is relevant. An action that
has an immoral beginning, will have a negative outcome. Almost all of the income news
organizations receive comes from advertising. What is advertising other than telling lies and
embellishing? There is no way a process which begins with an immoral activity will ever generate an
honest outcome through what it produces. Advertising itself is not immoral. It is the lying that is
immoral. Truthful ads are a waste of money so there are at most very few.
For politicians, to get the media on their side, all they need do is to pay them by making the outcome of
elections supportive of their bottom lines. The media supports whatever is most profitable for them to
support. The media is a prime beneficiary of the corporate welfare system that has replaced our free
market ideology. There is no way a news organization would support a candidate who would interrupt
the flow of government benefits global corporations receive. A return to a free market system would be
a great benefit to the U.S. economy but it would hurt news organizations and the huge corporations
that buy advertising.

